ŠKODA CAR CARE PROGRAM
Protect your car's pristine appearance and extend its life with proven, high-quality ŠKODA Genuine Accessories. All products undergo extensive laboratory testing and can ensure that your vehicle's exterior and interior are safeguarded against adverse weather conditions.
Car cosmetics from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories line quickly remove all stains – making your car’s interior fresh and clean once again.

Recommended products:

All In One Universal Cleaner
All in one – universal cleaner is a universal spray can for car interior cleaning. It removes dirt, nicotine residues and stains from glass, seat overlays and rubber and plastic components consistently.

000 096 301C

Leather Cleaner
Leather cleaner is an agent developed specially for cleaning and maintaining smoothed leather in all colour shades.

000 096 323G

Dashboard Care
The Dashboard Care cleaning agent preserves and cleans the vehicle’s interior plastic coverings and panels. Simply apply the treatment across the entire surface of the dashboard to re-establish colour and shine – while keeping dust, dirt, and water at bay.

000 096 307D

Leather Treatment
This agent protects leather surfaces in all colour variations – ensuring they stay supple, clean, smooth and elastic while preventing premature bleaching.

000 096 323H

2-I-1 Display Cleaner
Compact 2-in-1 cleaning agent with an in-built spray to effectively wipe and clean your car’s display. Made with a special textile to make sure your glass stays shining and scratch-free.

000 096 311T
Everyday use exposes your car’s paint and body to unpredictable weather and many other potential threats. Give your vehicle the best defence with products from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories line.

Recommended products:

**Washing & Waxing Shampoo**
Washing & Waxing Shampoo can deepen a vehicle’s gloss, bring back its shine, and provide excellent long-term defence against dirt. Ideal for hand-washing, it supplies a comprehensive cleaning and preservation solution in a single bottle. 000 096 315C

**Rubber Care Gel**
Rubber care gel is an agent developed specially for maintenance of all car rubber components. It is used above all for maintaining all seals of windows, doors, etc. 000 096 310D

**Wax Polish**
An effective and efficient agent for protecting vehicle body paint, Wax Polish restores colour, gloss and shine to dull surfaces – while offering robust resistance to weather effects. 000 096 317D
Keep your wheels in perfect shape – even in imperfect conditions. Accentuate your vehicle’s elegant, sport-infused spirit with spotless, clean wheels.

Recommended product:

Wheel Rim Cleaning Gel

Rim cleaning gel is an intensive cleaning agent for removing standard dirt such as brake abrasion residues, pigment dirt, etc., which can be removed from wheel rim folds only with difficulty.

000 096 304C
Car care bag

Make your car’s interior and exterior gleam with this comprehensive kit:

- All-in-One Universal Cleaner
- Dashboard Care
- Wheel Rim Cleaning Gel
- Wax Polish

This 5-piece set includes a wheel brush and cleaning cloth to keep your car gleaming and preserve its colour. All items come in a handy textile bag for convenient on-the-go access.

Code: 000 096 356F
SEASONAL CARE
SUMMER

Products from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories line protect your car against the negative impacts of summer weather – keeping it clean inside and out.

Recommended products:

**Screen Wash Concentrate 1:500**

Genuine clear 1:500 concentrate is a highly effective agent to be filled in the windscreen washer tank. It removes dust, dirt, insect traces as well as greasy deposits without smudges during several seconds without any damage of body paint or plastic components of the car.

- 000 096 311E

**Car Cosmetic Kit – for summer**

- Wheel rim cleaning gel (500 ml)
- Insect remover (500 ml)
- Screen wash concentrate 1:500 concentrate (40 ml)
- Sponge for insect removing

The benefits of the sponge consists above all in its composition / soft surface which will not damage car paint in any way and also a harder sponge core which can get to insect residues on the body and remove them reliably after depressing.

- 000 096 356E
- 000 096 300C

**Insect remover**

Insect removing agent is an effective agent for removing dust, pollen deposits or bird droppings from windows, body and plastic components of the car.

- 000 096 300C
Cold weather can be challenging for any vehicle. ŠKODA’s Genuine Accessories line protects you from the effects of winter weather with comprehensive interior and exterior care.

Recommended products:

De-icer
- De-icing agent is an agent allowing quick and reliable removal of hoarfrost on the windscreen in order to ensure unobstructed and good view.
- 000 096 322D

Car Cosmetic Kit – for winter
- The winter kit includes:
  - Screen Wash Additive – Winter (500 ml)
  - De-icer (500 ml)
  - Ice Scraper
  - Anti-mist cloth
- 000 096 352H

Screen Wash Additive – Winter
- Concentrate for window cleaning – for winter is a highly effective concentrate intended for filling in the windscreen washer tank with protection against hoarfrost.
- 000 096 319C (500 ml)
- 000 096 311F (1000 ml)

Screen Wash Ready mix – Winter
- Windscreen washer winter mixture is an antifreezing agent for adding into the windscreen and headlamp washer system freezing up to temperature of -32 °C.
- 000 096 311G

Seasonal Care Winter
Accept no substitutes: ŠKODA's original cosmetics guarantee that your car always looks close to new. Strict testing ensures safe and highly effective protection for your ŠKODA vehicle.
The information on technical specifications, design, equipment, materials, guarantees and appearance were accurate at the time of going to print. The manufacturer reserves the right to changes. The compatibility of complete winter wheels with the car must always be verified in the certificate of roadworthiness. Wheels depicted on the cars may not be part of a range of winter complete wheels. For more detailed information on the full range of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories, including fitting, contact your authorized ŠKODA partner. Offer valid while supplies last. ŠKODA AUTO reserves the right to change.